
Crestron Studio® for residential

Complete with new features and system 
improvements, it has never been simpler to 

create intuitive touch screen interfaces,  
add components and create custom  

living solutions – without having to  
write a single line of code.

Even better, the integration between  
Pyng® and Studio is native. All you need  

to do is tell Studio that there’s a Pyng  
system on the network and Studio will  

build all touch screen interfaces and 
integration points automatically.

New and improved features 
for Crestron Studio®

Pyng integration
Crestron Studio® is fully compatible with Pyng, 
offering an intuitive, ultra-reliable Crestron experience, 
perfectly tailored to customers’ needs. Functionalities 
such as Pyng Smart Graphics applications and Pyng 
Trigger/Listens can be added to your Studio® projects, 
giving your customer the lifestyle they demand,  
at their command.

Enhanced remote programming
Remotes that work so seamlessly, they virtually 
function by themselves. Think; every button already 
programmed, for every residential feature. And if you 
require customized solutions, the default programming 
is easily modified, giving your customer the ultimate  
in tailored automation technology.

Experience the true 
potential of residential 

projects with the updated 
Crestron Studio®



Touch screen linking
By connecting all touch screens within the property, 
with one customization you can have a fully automated 
home at your fingertips, quickly. Easily add additional  
touch screens or propagate changes out to many  
touch screens all without the possibility of errors 
through copy and paste. Simply change or enhance  
one touch screen and get the improvement on all  
those linked without additional manual steps.

Pre-built distribution pages
Audio Distribution and DM Video Distribution pages 
and functionality, built and ready for you. Adds volume 
and TV controls, source selection and ‘Share Source’ 
features for audio and video sources with ease, 
and deliver a dynamic, intuitive and consistent 
user experience.

crestron.com/studio

Sonos
It has never been easier to integrate Sonos into 
the home. With just one click, Crestron Studio® 
can automatically build pages and connect all 

programming. A perfectly integrated whole-home 
audio system at the touch of a button.

UI refresh 
It's become easier to deliver a cohesive, reliable 

and innovative Crestron experience. Our all-new  
user interfaces and TV presets makes it both 
quick and straight-forward for programmers 

to improve user experience.

Classic features of 
Crestron Studio®

Source routes diagrams
With Crestron Studio®, you can connect your 

AV sources visually, allowing the software to build 
all of your touch screens and remotes automatically 

Source Route diagrams can then be saved as images 
and included in system documentation, making 

it easy to wire the AV connections in the rack. 
Fully customizable, this software offers unlimited 

possibilities in terms of bespoke home automation.




